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😈Bonkers😈 
 
Ghislaine Maxwell has been accused by three women of
recruiting women for Epstein & training them for sex. 
 
Jeffrey Epstein case suggests a 'panoply of different
powerful men covering for each other':  
 
Les Wexner, the Billionaire Former Client of Jeffrey
Epstein?

😈Bonkers2😈 

 

Wexner was Epstein's most prominent client & bought Epstein his UES mansion,

which the FBI raided last week. 

 

Pelosi: House will vote next week to hold Barr & Ross in criminal contempt re census 

 

The Trump Adm Prepares to Arrest 1000s of Immigrant Family Members
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😈Bonkers3😈 

 

Justice Department Obtains $1.4 Billion from Reckitt Benckiser Group in Largest

Recovery in a Case Concerning an Opioid Drug in United States History 

 

Newly Unsealed Federal Indictment Charges Software Engineer with Taking Stolen

Trade Secrets to China

0:00

😈Bonkers4😈 

 

Inside Jeffrey Epstein's NY mansion: 'Vast trove' of lewd photos, a life-size doll &

other oddities 

 

The CIA is pushing to expand a law that makes it a crime to disclose the IDs of

undercover intel agents. 

 

Memorial to marathon bombing victims takes shape in Boston
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😈Bonkers5😈 

 

The insides of GA’s voting system will be cracked open for inspection as part of a

lawsuit alleging that the state’s elections are vulnerable to inaccuracies, malfunctions

& hacking. 

 

Trump Will Seek Citizenship Information From Existing Fed Records, Not the

Census

😈Bonkers6😈 
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The House Judiciary Committee approved a dozen new subpoenas targeting high-

profile Mueller witnesses, including Jared Kushner and David Pecker 

 

London's Gatwick Airport just suffered a complete failure of its air-traffic-control

systems

😈Bonkers7😈 

 

Feds indict two former Puerto Rico officials in corruption probe 

 

The US has accused Iran of a "crude and transparent attempt to extort payments

from the international community" by violating the 2015 nuclear deal. 

 

Hmmm, didn’t Trump trash the Nuclear Deal?

0:00

😈Bonkers8😈 

 

Esper’s defense secretary confirmation hearing planned for Tuesday 
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Biden, in Foreign Policy Speech, Castigates Trump and Urges Global Diplomacy 

 

Audio Suggests Secret Plan for Russians to Fund Party of Italy’s Salvini

😈Bonkers9😈 

 

HOC Plans Hearing with Acosta on Plea Deal with Epstein 

 

British warship prevents Iran from intercepting tanker in Gulf waters: US officials 

 

What was Iran thinking trying to seize British tanker? 

 

House Moves Again to Cut Off Support to Saudi War in Yemen

😈Bonkers10😈 
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Trump has reportedly asked aides to find a way to weaken the dollar in an effort to

boost the economy ahead of the 2020 election. 

 

WH Hosts ‘Social Media Summit’ for Pro-Trump Trolls 

 

At first glance, the guest list sounds like a 4Chan message board come to life.

😈Bonkers11😈 

 

The strength of the greenback has proven a headache for Trump, who's made

reducing the US trade deficit a priority. 

 

China failing to increase purchase of US agricultural exports as promised 

 

Chicago Woman Sentenced For Role as Leader of Sex Trafficking Scheme

😈Bonkers12😈 

 

Major fire breaks out at thermal plant near Moscow 
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One person has died and 13 have been injured in a fire at a power plant in Mytishchi,

outside Moscow. 

 

Mueller prosecutor Zainab Ahmad leaves Justice Dept. for private practice

💣B O O M💣 

 

Ghislaine Maxwell has been accused by three women in affidavits and other filings of

recruiting women for Mr. Epstein and training them for sex. 

Following Epstein’s Arrest, Spotlight Shifts to Financier’s Longtime As…
Financier Jeffrey Epstein’s arrest on sex-trafficking charges has brought renewed
attention to one of his top aides—British socialite Ghislaine Maxwell.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/following-epsteins-arrest-spotlight-shifts-to-financiers-long…

Joe Biden delivered a sweeping foreign policy address that highlighted his own

experience while refocusing his message once again on the need to oust President

Trump 

Biden, in Foreign Policy Speech, Castigates Trump and Urges Global …
The address in New York City took aim at President Trump’s judgment in foreign
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affairs while also trying to lift Mr. Biden above the Democratic primary fray.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/11/us/politics/joe-biden-foreign-policy.html

Who is Les Wexner, the Billionaire Former Client of Jeffrey Epstein? 

Wexner was Epstein's most prominent client—and bought Epstein his Upper East

Side mansion, which the FBI raided last week. 

https://www.townandcountrymag.com/society/money-and-

power/amp28350600/jeffrey-epstein-les-wexner-connection-money/

Questions surround Wexner foundation funded by Epstein 

H/T @JenNWCbus 

Questions surround Wexner foundation funded by Epstein
Jeffrey Epstein, the New York financier accused of sex trafficking, donated $47
million to a charity established by Abigail Wexner, wife of Leslie H. Wexner, the
New Albany billionaire with long ties…

https://www.dispatch.com/news/20190711/questions-surround-wexner-foundation-fund…

What Jeffrey Epstein’s crimes say about our era 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/07/11/what-jeffrey-epsteins-crimes-say…

🏵Listen Up! Rick is Right!🏵 

 

Bash Pelosi = Trump win 

Rick Wilson
@TheRickWilson

1/ Tough love: 
 
You know who benefits from the House civil war being waged by 
AOC?  
 
Donald Trump, that's who. 
 
The new class of Democrats has more Katie Porters and Conor 
Lambs than AOCs, but hey, it's just the majority of the only body 
you control at stake, and the Presidency.

4,474 12:16 PM - Jul 11, 2019
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1,914 people are talking about this

‼ @AOC is a Divider‼  

 

Hey @cnn & @msnbc JusticeDems will eventually implode as your other media

darling Avenatti did...tic Tock. 

 

K. Louise Neufeld
@ninaandtito

‘Member when Michael Avenatti was framed by horseshoe-lovin’ 
media as the savior of the republic but then he turned out to be a 
misogynistic grifter mob lawyer?  
Well, AOC is not the savior you’ve been told she is either. She’s 
a divider. 
We need uniters.twitter.com/ninaandtito/st…

K. Louise Neufeld @ninaandtito
"Freedom Caucus"   "Justice Democrats"  
Extremists, co-opting classical American words/ideals to drive people 
to the tips of the political horseshoe.  
Two sides of the same divisive coin. 
Let's discuss.

383 2:34 PM - Jul 11, 2019
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Jeffrey Epstein case suggests a 'panoply of different powerful men covering for each

other':  

 

By Molly Jong-Fast 

Jeffrey Epstein case suggests a 'panoply of different powerful men co…
Writer Molly Jong-Fast thinks the allegations of sex trafficking against wealthy
financier Jeffrey Epstein point to a wider problem of power and corruption in
society. "This has been a sort of panopl…

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-july-11-2019-1.5207912/jeffrey-epst…

Trump Says He Will Seek Citizenship Information From Existing Federal Records,

Not the Census 
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Trump Says He Will Seek Citizenship Information From Existing Feder…
Mr. Trump announced in the Rose Garden on Thursday that he was giving up on
the census question two weeks after the Supreme Court rebuked the Trump
administration over its effort to modify the census…

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/11/us/politics/census-executive-action.html

💰1MDB -Trump Campaign💰 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

1MDB -Trump Campaign  
 

DOJ Probes Whether Jho Low, the Fugitive Financier 
Supplied Donation to Trump Re-Election Effort 
 

Justice Department investigates whether the $100,000 
contribution came from Malaysian businessman charged in a 
global scandalwsj.com/amp/articles/d…
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32 people are talking about this

💰1MDB - Elliott Broidy💰 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

1MDB - Elliott Broidy  
 
Trump Ally Was in Talks to Earn Millions in Effort to End 1MDB 
Probe in U.S. 
 
Emails indicate Brody and his wife were negotiating a fee if the 
US Justice Department closed its investigation of 
1MDBwsj.com/articles/trump…

47 10:47 PM - Jul 11, 2019

40 people are talking about this

Trump Ally Was in Talks to Earn Millions in Effort to End 1MDB…
A top Republican fundraiser close to President Trump was in
negotiations to earn tens of millions of dollars if the Justice
wsj.com
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💰1MDB - UAE💰  

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

1MDB & UAE  
 
Stolen Emails Show Ties Between U.A.E. Envoy and 1MDB 
Fund’s Central Figure 
Amb Yousef Al Otaiba had longstanding ties to a financier the 
U.S. says is at the center of a scandal surrounding a Malaysian 
state development fundwsj.com/amp/articles/s…

32 9:01 PM - Jul 11, 2019

30 people are talking about this

Stolen Emails Show Ties Between U.A.E. Envoy and 1MDB Fu…
Newly released emails show a relationship between the United Arab
Emirates’ ambassador to the U.S. and Jho Low, a Malaysian financier
wsj.com

💰1MDB - Deutsche Bank💰 

💰1MDB - Goldman Sachs💰 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

1MDB - Deutsche Bank  
1MDB - Goldman Sachs  

 
Background: 
 
U.S. Investigated Deutsche Bank’s Dealings With Malaysian 
Fund #1MDB 
  
Justice Department looked into whether German bank violated 
foreign corruption or anti-money-laundering laws. 
wsj.com/articles/u-s-i…
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31 people are talking about this

U.S. Investigating Deutsche Bank's Dealings With Malaysian F…
The sprawling, multibillion-dollar Malaysian development fraud
scandal that has toppled a prime minister and stretched from
wsj.com

At first glance, the guest list for the White House social media summit sounds like a

4Chan message board come to life, gathering a group of Trump supporters who have

grown from fringe lurkers in the internet’s backwaters to significant disrupters 

White House Hosts Conservative Internet Activists at a ‘Social Media S…
The gathering, which was dominated by activists willing to share unverified smears
against Democrats and create memes the president might share, featured melee in
the Rose Garden.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/11/us/politics/white-house-social-media-summit.html

The Trump Administration Prepares to Arrest Thousands of Immigrant Family

Members 

 

via @NYTimes

Thousands Are Targeted as ICE Prepares to Raid Undocumented Migr…
Some of those targeted might end up being held in hotel rooms until their travel
documents can be prepared. ICE’s goal is to deport the families as quickly as
possible.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/11/us/politics/ice-families-deport.html?smid=nytcore-…

Pelosi: House will vote next week to hold Barr and Ross in criminal contempt over

census 
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Pelosi: House will vote next week to hold Barr and Ross in criminal co…
The House will vote next week to hold a pair of top administration officials in
criminal contempt of Congress for withholding information related to the census,
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) announ…

https://thehill.com/homenews/house/452625-pelosi-house-will-vote-next-week-to-hold-…

Federal agents who searched the East Side Manhattan mansion of wealthy sex

offender Jeffrey Epstein turned up a "vast trove of lewd photographs" of young-

looking girls, including hundreds of meticulously labeled nude pictures locked in a

safe. 

Inside Jeffrey Epstein's New York mansion: 'Vast trove' of lewd photos…
Federal agents who searched  the East Side mansion of sex  offender Jeffrey
Epstein turned up a 'vast trove' of lewd photos of young-looking girls.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/07/10/jeffrey-epstein-inside-billionair…

Judge allows outside inspection of Georgia voting system 

 

The insides of Georgia’s voting system will be cracked open for inspection as part of a

lawsuit alleging that the state’s elections are vulnerable to inaccuracies, malfunctions

and hacking. 

Judge allows outside inspection of Georgia voting system
Computer experts are being allowed to review databases used to configure ballots
and tabulate votes in Georgia.

https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/judge-allows-outside-inspection…
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Memorial to marathon bombing victims takes shape in Boston 

Memorial to marathon bombing victims takes shape in Boston
BOSTON (AP) — Four bronze spires that will make up part of a memorial to the
victims of the Boston Marathon bombings have been put in place near the finish
line. The spires, ranging in...

https://apnews.com/29337e478b924236a81c0188985e76ae?utm_medium=APEastRe…

Norway has found a radiation level 800,000 times higher than normal at the wreck of

a Russian navy submarine. 

 

The Komsomolets sank in the Norwegian Sea in 1989 after a fire on board killed 42

sailors. 

Norway finds big radiation leak from Russian sub
Experts say there is no alarm, despite a high level of caesium at a Soviet-era
submarine wreck.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48949113

Major fire breaks out at thermal plant near Moscow 

Major fire breaks out at thermal plant near Moscow
At least seven have been injured
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https://tass.com/emergencies/1068077

Putin has actively sought to destabilize the EU by supporting nationalist, populist

parties like the League. In May, the Austrian gov’t fell after a video revealed the

leader of Austria’s R wing discussing public contracts in exchange for RU campaign

aid 

Audio Suggests Secret Plan for Russians to Fund Party of Italy’s Salvini
A similar recording brought down the Austrian government this year, but Italy’s
most powerful politician has deflected the flap around his nationalist party.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/world/europe/salvini-russia-audio.html

‼ Caught on tape discussions of Putin funding Italy’s Salvini 

 

It’s ALL CONNECTED 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Putin has actively sought to destabilize the EU by supporting 
nationalist, populist parties like the League. In May, the Austrian 
gov’t fell after a video revealed the leader of Austria’s R wing 
discussing public contracts in exchange for RU campaign aid. 
nytimes.com/2019/07/10/wor…
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Audio Suggests Secret Plan for Russians to Fund Party of Ital…
A similar recording brought down the Austrian government this year,
but Italy’s most powerful politician has deflected the flap around his
nytimes.com

London's Gatwick Airport just suffered a complete failure of its air-traffic-control

systems 
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• • •

London's Gatwick Airport just suffered a complete failure of its air-traff…
Flights were forced to land at other airports, and more were delayed. The airport
said it was working to get back online as quickly as possible.

https://www.businessinsider.com/london-gatwick-airport-delays-air-traffic-control-syste…
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